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Nothing is worth than what you now feel
And your sure you can't be healed
Your thoughts they conjure a new way out
To free your life of this self doubt
You are weak yet also strong
But what rational order do your thoughts belong
Can you save yourself this fall
Can conscience over ride yourself to stand tall
One step beyond - this is a place you seek
One step beyond - you cannot see
One step beyond - this fatal lie
One step beyond - would it matter if you die
Separated from the life you desire
Your head is spinning, pain burns like fire
It is almost too much to bare
Losing a grip on what isn't there
As you commence to your final decent
Was giving up the fight always your intent
I pity you because your so small
No courage inside of yourself at all
One step beyond - this is a place you seek
One step beyond - you cannot see
One step beyond - this fatal lie
One step beyond - would it matter if you die
Riot Squad to control conflicting opinion
Rebellious retalliation - forced to listen
Fight to be free but hope to some degree
People will take what they've been given
Is this a message? Is this a sign?
Can we not comprehend
Thought so divine?
Is this a message? Is this a sign?
Can we not comprehend
Thought so divine?

Organised - Hate, Frenzy
Opinionized - Hate, Frenzy
Victimised - Hate, Frenzy
Socialised - Hate, Frenzy
Destructive thoughts to solve or destroy
Rational brains contort negative thier ploys
Positive leads to negative - solution or demise?
Fanaticism on both sides impossible to compromise
Is this a message? Is this a sign?
Can we not comprehend
Thought so divine?
Is this a message? Is this a sign?
Can we not comprehend
Thought so divine?
Organised - Hate, Frenzy
Opinionized - Hate, Frenzy
Victimised - Hate, Frenzy
Socialised - Hate, Frenzy
Retain the right to constrain all differing views
Stranglehold organised control unorthodox to lose
The batte continues protest and survive
But nothing is to be achieved except ludicrous loss of lives
Is this a message? Is this a sign?
Can we not comprehend
Thought so divine?



Is this a message? Is this a sign?
Can we not comprehend
Thought so divine?
Organised - Hate, Frenzy
Opinionized - Hate, Frenzy
Victimised - Hate, Frenzy
Socialised - Hate, Frenzy
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